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STRUCTURE OF PRESENTATION



• PISA-related issues: The results of PISA test  is not satisfactory
• Teachers’ role in helping student improve their reading ability
• Teachers determine the quality of education in any country; no 

country can be greater than the quality of teachers (Ajani, 2018, p. 
3). 
• Teachers need help to improve their teaching practice to hep 

students gain a better achievement. 
• Effective TPD has not been well researched.  

BACKGROUND



• To develop a training program for teachers of English and 
Indonesian. 
• To identify the value of the training program to help 

improve teachers’ competence in teaching reading. 

AIMS OF THE STUDY



• Effective  Teacher Professional Development (TPD) (e.g. Daring-
Hammond et al, 2009; 2017; Ajani, 2018)
• PISA (OECD, 2009, 2018, 2019)
• Text-Based Instruction (Dreyfus et al, 2016; Macken-Horarik et al, 

2017; Emilia, 2011, 2020,a,b; Aunurrohman et al, 2017; 2020)  
• Reading to Learn Program (Rose a,b, 2020)

UNDERPINNING THEORIES



Characteristics of Effective TPD
• Content specific

• Incorporates active learning

• Supports collaboration, typically in job-embedded contexts.

• Uses models and modelling of effective practice

• Provides coaching and expert support

• Offers opportunities for feedback and reflection

• Is of sustained duration (Darling Hammond et al, 2017, p. 15).



1. Locate information 
• Access and retrieve information within a text – scanning a single text in order to retrieve target information 

consisting of a few words, phrases or numerical values. 

• Search for and select relevant text – searching for information among several texts to select the most 
relevant text given the demands of the item/task. 

2. Understand, Integrate and generate inferences . 
• going beyond the literal meaning of information in a text by integrating information across sentences or 

even an entire passage. Tasks that require the student to create a main idea or to produce a summary or 
a title for a passage are classified as “integrate and generate inference” items. 

• Integrate and generate inferences across multiple sources – integrating pieces of information that are 
located within two or more texts. 

3. Evaluate and Reflect 
• Assess quality and credibility – evaluating whether the information in a text is valid, current, accurate, 

unbiased, reliable, etc. Readers must identify and consider the source of the information and consider the 
content and form of the text or in other words, how the author is presenting the information. 

• Reflect on content and form – evaluating the form of the writing to determine how the author is 
expressing their purpose and/or point of view. These items often require the student to reflect on their own 
experience and knowledge to compare, contrast or hypothesize different perspectives or viewpoints. 

• Detect and handle conflict – determining whether multiple texts corroborate or contradict each other 
and when they conflict, deciding how to handle that conflict (OECD, 2018). 

PISA Reading related theories: Cognitive processes, 



Texts are classified based on: source, organization and 
navigation, format, and type (OECD 2009, 2018)

Source
Single – a single unit of text that has an author or a group of authors, a 
time of writing or publication date and a reference title or number.  
Multiple – multiple units of texts where each has a different author, 
different publication times or have different titles or reference 
numbers.

Organization and Navigation 
Static – texts with simple organization and a low density of navigation 
tools; typically texts with one or several pages organized in a linear 
way. 
Dynamic – texts with a more complex, non-linear organization and a 
higher density of navigation tools.



Format 
• Continuous – texts formed by sentences that are 

organized into paragraphs. 
• Non-continuous – texts composed of a number of lists or 

elements such as tables, graphs, diagrams, 
advertisements, schedules, catalogues, indexes, forms, 
etc. 
• Mixed – texts containing both continuous and non-

continuous elements (OECD, 2009, 2018)



Types  of Text: Similar to text types in Text-Based 
Instruction and Reading to Learn

• Description 
• Narration 
• Exposition
• Argument
• Instruction 
• Transaction (OECD, 2018)



Scenarios: 
• Personal – situations that contain text that satisfies an individual’s 

personal interests in both practical and intellectual ways: biography 
• Public – situations that contain text that relates to activities and 

concerns of the society at large: official documents, information about 
public events, message boards, news websites and public notices. 

• Educational – situations that contain text designed for the purpose of 
instruction and that is often chosen by an instructor rather than the 
reader. Examples include printed or electronic textbooks and 
interactive learning software. 
• Occupational – situations that contain text that supports the 

accomplishment of an immediate task: Texts used to search for a job 
such as printed classified ads or online job websites, and texts that 
provide workplace directions (OECD, 2018). 



Research Design: program Evaluation

Data Collections:
1. A Phase of training: From 20 March-7 July, 2021
2. Collection of teachers; works: Reading materials and 

reading test items
3. Lesson Plan
4. Peer Teaching
5. Questionnaire

METHOD



The Study: Year 1

Participants of the training (Voluntary-Based)

Level of Schooling English Indonesia

Junior High School 4 3

Senior High Schools 9 4

Vocational School 1 3

Total 14 10



Results:  Training and Questionnaire

Training: Online, due to the covid 19 pandemic, for 6 meetings, each of 
which lasted for 8  hours.

Applying the principles of effective TPD
Material: mainly about PISA Reading and test item construction
Text types, and feedback on teachers’ reading materials and test items,  
Text-based instruction and Reading to Learn, Peer Teaching
Between the trainings the teachers were required to find a text, to modify 
it, and to write test items like PISA.



No. Tanggal Materi Pelatihan

Durasi (Jam)

Pembelajaran 
Sinkron

Pembelajaran 
Asinkron (Tugas 

Terstruktur)

1 20/03/21
Pretest and PISA-related aspects: What, why, cognitive 
processes, text types. 6 2

2 27/03/21 Logical Reasoning Question Types: Discussion on PISA-
like reading materials and questions. 6 2

3 10/04/21
Factual Texts and Planning How to Teach Each Text 
(Sesi Peer Teaching 1) and Discussion on PISA-like 
Reading materials and questions 6 2

4 24/04/21
Reading to Learn dan Implementasinya dalam Mengajar 
Membaca setara PISA and Discussion on PISA-like 
reading materials and questions. 6 2

5 05/06/21
Discussion of feedback on reading materials and test 
items made by the teachers. 6 2

6 07/07/21 Peer Teaching 2, Post-Test, Questionnaire Distribution. 6 2

Subtotal 36 12

Total 48



No. Independent Work Durasi (Jam)

1 Constructing PISA-Like Reading Materials and Test Items. 8 x 4 set 32

2 Creating a lesson plan 4 x 2 8

3 Creating a video 2 2

Total 42

No Activities Durasi (Jam)

1 Training Online (Synchronous) 48

2 Independent Work (Asynchronous) 42

Total 90



Teachers’ opinions about the training in general: 
Data from The Questionnaire

Teachers’ responses to the questions in the questionnaore are generally 
positive. They thought they gained a lot and the training should be carried 
out peridically to help teachers enhence their capacity to prepare their 
students to test for PISA. They also shared their experiences in the training 
with other teachers. They also said that PISA is like AKM stipulated by The 
Ministry of Education. 

About characteristics of effective TPD, all teachers said yes, they 
experienced all characteristics of effective TPD, in terms of the content 
focus, active learning, collaboration, model, etc.



Suggestion for Improvement in Future Training

The duration of training should be extended: Longer period of training. 

Better time management and interaction during the training. 



Examples of questions in English







Examples of Locate Information Questions



Example of Understand questions



Example of Evaluate and Reflect Questions



Example of a Text 
in Indonesian



Example of Finding Information Questions



Examples of Understand Questions



Contoh Soal Evaluasi dan Refleksi
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